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July 12, 2021

4,500…Or Higher
Many are convinced that a US stock market correction,
or even a bear market, is inevitable. So, when the S&P 500
was down 1.6% last Thursday, many thought it had arrived.
Then, the S&P 500 rebounded and hit a new all-time high on
Friday. Being bearish on equities has not worked for a long
time.
This does not mean the market always goes up. It
doesn’t mean that the government is not creating future
problems. But, we don’t try to time the market. What we do
is focus on fundamentals, like profits and interest rates. And
right now, we believe the S&P 500 is still undervalued.
Late last year, when the S&P 500 was at 3,638, we used
those fundamentals to project a year-end 2021 target of 4,200,
for an increase of 15.4%. However, with profits returning
toward normal even faster than we had anticipated, the S&P
500 hit 4,185 in mid-April and we upped our projection to
4,500, which would be a full-year gain of about 19%.
Now, with the S&P 500 just 3% from our target, we
choose to stand pat. Why? We do not want to leave the
impression that we are traders, shifting our target over and
over. We are investors. It’s the long-term that matters. The
US stock market has been undervalued relative to our
Capitalized Profits Model since 2009.
Our model takes the government’s measure of economywide profits from the GDP reports, discounted by the 10-year
US Treasury note yield, to calculate fair value. If we use a
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10-year Treasury yield of 1.36% (Friday’s closing yield) to
discount profits (from the first quarter, the most recent
available), then our model suggests the S&P 500 is 45%
undervalued. And with profits likely to grow 20% or more
this year, fair value will rise more as the year unfolds.
Right now, the Fed is artificially holding interest rates
down across the yield curve. So, when we calculate our
estimate of fair value, we use a 2.0% 10-year yield. Using this
2.0% rate gives us a fair value of 5,240. It would take a 10year yield of about 2.4% for our model to show that the stock
market is currently trading at fair value (with no increase in
profits.) If rates do rise, because the economy is stronger than
the Fed expects, it would likely be accompanied by even faster
profit growth.
We fully understand that current monetary policy is
inflationary, and that past government spending, plus what
some politicians are asking for right now has lifted US Federal
debt above 100% of GDP.
These policies could shift economic growth, the level of
interest rates and our estimate of the fair value of stocks in the
years ahead. But for the foreseeable future, re-opening, easy
money and deficit spending are all pushing economic growth
and profits up. With the Fed holding rates down and profits
booming, and with our model saying stocks are undervalued,
we are still bullish. And right now we think if our 4,500 target
is wrong, it is likely too low.
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Consensus forecasts come from Bloomberg. This report was prepared by First Trust Advisors L. P., and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and
reliable. Opinions and forward looking statements expressed are subject to change without notice. This information does not constitute a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security.

